“Ask the General Service Board” Phone Forums

A series of four phone forums during the 2018-2019 Conference year provide an opportunity to learn about and ask questions about D.A. and service.

The second phone forum will be held on:

December 16, 2018

1:00-2:00 pm Eastern Time
Please confirm the meeting time for your local time zone.

TOPIC:
“D.A. Literature and Literature Translations”

The focus of this call will be on “D.A. Literature and Literature Translations.” Three GSB trustees will share updates on the work of the GSB and WSC committees involved in D.A. literature and literature translations. This portion of the call will be recorded.

Participants will have time to ask questions and make comments. The question and comment portion of the call will not be recorded.

Dial-in number: 605-475-5540
Access code: 617093#

International call-in information is available at: https://www.debtorsanonymous.org/call-in-access/

Speaker portion of all calls will be available as podcasts on the D.A. website at: https://debtorsanonymous.org/podcasts

Please share this information at your meetings